Who are we?
FSI meeting

• First meeting of the semester on Wednesday 17.10.18 at 6pm

• Blue computer science tower, 2nd floor
Hello and welcome to the website of FSI Medical Engineering at FAU Erlangen - Nuremberg! FSI is short for “Fachschaftsinitiative” - this basically means we are students helping students. If you have any questions or issues just come to us. Other than that there are many other topics we are engaged with.

Here are some current news:

Medizintechnik PubCrawl 2015

Contacts
Mail: fsi-medtech@fau.de
Phone: 09131/85-27948
(Sorry, but the phone is usually unmanned!)

or personally:
Blue CS-Tower, Martensstraße 3
First floor
Room 01.150-113
Haum 01.150-113
MedTech Welcome Party

• on 25.10.2018
• at Zirkel Studentenclub
Old exam protocols

Find us on StudOn and join the group to access our existing exam protocols
fsv.tf/fsimedtech-studon
• Mathe A3
• AuD
  (Algorithmen und Datenstrukturen)
• AdvPT (Advanced Programming Techniques)
• GET II
  StudOn-Password: Tellegen
New Examination Regulations

• Enacted recently
• Module M4 changed

Find them on
• medical-engineering.study.fau.eu
• medizintechnik.studium.fau.de
Have a great start in Erlangen!